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[57] ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides a method and apparatus for 

generating a maneuver indication for an intersection having 

a turn-lane connector which is consistent with what a driver 

sees and expects. According to one aspect of the invention, 

it provides a method for providing maneuver indications to 

a driver for an intersection having a turn-lane connector 

which includes the steps of (a) determining when the inter 

section includes a lurn-lanc connector, (b) determining 

whether it is appropriate to collapse the turn lane into the 

main portion of the intersection for the purposes of gener 

ating a maneuver indication, (c) collapsing the turn lane into 

the intersection when it is appropriate, (d) generating a 

maneuver indication for the collapsed intersection, and (c) 

outputting the maneuver indication to the user in time so that 

the driver may use the turn-lane connector if desired. 

17 Claims, 17 Drawing Sheets 
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GENERATING A MANEUVER AT THE unnecessary or redundant information, or that is inconsistent 

INTERSECTION THROUGH A TURN LANE with what the driver actually sees as he/she approaches the 
intersection. An example of this is depicted in FIGS. l(a) 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION and (b). 

The present invention relates generally to vehicle navi- 5 .F!a K«) » a representation of an intersection 10 com-
gation systems. More specifically, the invention relates to pnsing cross-slrceLs, 12 and 14 depicted as N/S street 2, 

methods and apparatus for generating maneuvers for an J^JJ-g hat'SSft "SK Va£o'N« 
mtcrsection having a tum-lanc connector. ^ n ,o ^ eas,bound lraffic rf ^ ̂  R ̂  

A conventional vehicle navigation system generates route jnlerSeclion 10 is represented in the map database as shown 
and direction information to a driver. To provide the route jn mG. 1(fc)> inclllding a ̂ d 12' corresponding to N/S street 

information, the conventional vehicle navigation system 12> a road 14. corresponding to E/W street 14. and a 

includes a route generator, or equivalent, which reviews a connector 16' corresponding to turn lane 16. In this case, the 
map database and calculates a route based on a provided conventional maneuver processor operating in the manner 
source and destination. To provide direction information, the described above generates a double maneuver indication for 
conventional vehicle navigation system also includes a a right turn through the intersection as shown in the figure, 
maneuver (or direction) processor, or equivalent, which -t^j, is> ,he maneuver processor generates a "slight right-

monitors the vehicle's location with respect to the generated indication 18, or its equivalent, for the maneuver from road 
route and provides maneuver indications to the driver, as 12, onto ^^^ 1&t foUowcd immedjately by a second 

appropriate, directing the driver to the desired destination. ^ ..slieh, righ,.. indjca,ion 2o, or its equivalent, for the mancu-

The operation of a conventional maneuver processor is Ver from connector 16' onto road 14". 

described in the following. When the generated route When the distance between the entry of turn lane 16 and 
includes a turn at the intersection of two roads, for example, tne junction of cross-streets 12 and 14 is relatively short, the 

the maneuver processor provides a turn indication to the driver approaching intersection 10 from the south only sees 
driver as the vehicle approaches the intersection according 2J tne junction of I-/W street 14 with N/S street 12, and does 
to the general direction of the turn (e.g., left or right) and the nol ^ lhe turn lane 16 So> when lhe double maneUVer 

angle between the entry road and the exit road as represented indication is provided in advance of the intersection, the 

in the map database. For example, where the general dircc- driver is confused by the maneuver indications which do nol 
lion of the turn is "right" and the angle between the entry match tbe driver's perspective. The driver's confusion is 

street and the exit street is approximately 90 degrees, the M exacerbated by the fact that the turn lane 16 usually has no 
maneuver processor provides a simple "right turn" indica- road name (j.e., ,he first "slight right" maneuver indication 

lion to the driver. Where, on the other hand, the angle provides no exit road name for the driver). Therefore, it 
between the entry and exit roads is much greater than (or less wou|d be prcfcrable ;n this case for the maneuver processor 

than) 90 degrees, the maneuver processor provides a "slight ,0 providc a sirnplc «right turn" indication to the driver 

right turn" ("hard right turn") or "keep right" ("sharp right") ,? indicating a maneuver from N/S street 12 onto E/W street 14 
maneuver indication instead. The maneuver processor also " regardless of whether or nol the driver uses the turn lane, 
provides the name of the exit road to facilitate the correct ^^ casc whcre ,ne COnVen,iona[ maneuver processor 

execution of the maneuver. pfovides , mancuver Nation jDC|uding unnecessary or 

The maneuver indication provided to the driver may be in redundant information, or that is inconsistent with what the 

various forms, including, but not limited to, a pre-recorded 40 driver actually sees upon approaching the intersection is 

voice prompt, a visual icon provided on a display device, depicted in FIGS. 2(a) and (6). FIG. 2(a) is a representation 
highlighted text provided on a display, or some combination of a three-way "T" intersection 22 comprising N/S street 24 
of the above. The maneuver processor also includes means and abutting street 26. As shown in the figure, N/S street 24 
for ensuring that the maneuver indication is provided to the includes a median 28 and a turn lane 30 for allowing access 

driver sufficiently in advance of when the maneuver is 45 ,o abutting street 26 from the northbound portion of N/S 

required. street 24. The intersection 22 is represented in the map 
When the generated route includes navigating through an database as shown in FIG. 2(6), which includes a road 24' 

intersection that is relatively complex as compared to the corresponding to the northbound portion of N/S street 24, a 

simple example described above, the driver requires a road 24" corresponding to the southbound portion of N/S 

maneuver indication which is unambiguous, which suggest 50 street 24, a road 26' corresponding to abutting road 26, and 

to the driver how the maneuver is to be executed, and which a connector 30' corresponding to turn lane 30. In this case, 

is consistent with what the driver observes at the intersec- the conventional maneuver processor generates a double 

tion. Accordingly, the conventional maneuver processor is maneuver indication for a left turn from N/S Street 24 onto 

adapted to provide a maneuver indication that reflects as abutting street 26 as shown in the figure. That is, the 

closely as possible the actual arrangement of roads at an 55 maneuver processor generates a "slight left" indication 32, 

intersection. This requirement is typically satisfied by pro- or its equivalent, for the maneuver from road 24' onto 

viding a maneuver indication which corresponds in angle or connector 30', followed immediately by a second "slight 

shape with the maneuver to be performed by the driver. In left" indication 34, or its equivalent, for the maneuver from 
some embodiments, this capability is manifest by providing connector 30' onto road 26'. As can now be appreciated by 

a mancuver indication which includes highlighted portions «) the reader, the double maneuver indication is potentially 

of a map. In other embodiments, the maneuver indication confusing to the driver. Therefore, it would be preferable in 

includes one or more displayed icons which closely approxi- this case for the mancuver processor to provide a simple 

mate the turn angles of the maneuver. "left turn" indication to the driver indicating a maneuver 

Occasionally, the capability of the conventional maneuver from the northbound lane of N/S Street onto abutting street 

processor to provide a maneuver indication that closely 6S 26. 

reflects the actual arrangement of roads at the intersection Another case where the conventional maneuver processor 

causes it to providc a maneuver indication that includes provides a maneuver indication which includes unnecessary 
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or redundant information, or which docs not conform with lane connector, determining whether it is appropriate to 

what the driver actually sees is depicted in FIGS. 3(u) and collapse the turn lane into the main portion of the inlcrsec-

(6). FIG. 3(n) is a representation of an intersection 36 lion for the purposes of generating a maneuver indication, 

including N/S street 38, cast street 40, and west street 42. (c) collapsing the turn lane into the intersection when it is 

N/S street includes a median 44. The intersection 36 is 5 appropriate, (d) generating a maneuver indication for the 

represented in the map database as shown in FIG. 3(6) which collapsed intersection, and (e) outpulting the maneuver 

includes a road 38' corresponding to the northbound portion indication to the user in lime so that ihe driver may use the 

of N/S street 38, a road 38" corresponding to the southbound turn-lane connector if desired. According to another aspect 

portion of N/S Street 38, a road 40' corresponding to east of ihe intention, it includes an apparatus for practicing the 

street 40 which abuts road 38' and which connects road 38' 10 above-described method. These and other aspects of the 

to road 38", and a road 42' corresponding to west street 42 invention will become apparent to one of ordinary skill in 

which abuts road 38". In this case, the conventional maneu- the art by reference to the remaining portions of the speci-

ver processor provides a double maneuver indication for a ficalion and the drawings, 

left turn from Ihe northbound portion of N/S street 38 as 

shown in the figure. That is, the conventional maneuver 15 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

processor provides a "left turn" indication 46, or its nGS 1(fl) and represenIations of an tacKctioo 
equivalent, for the maneuver from road 38" o a connecting ^ (wo cr^.stKC^^ , lurn lanc conncclor for 
portion of road 40', followed immediately by a "straight whicPh thc8 „„„.„,{„,,, mancuvcr ^ atcs a 
indication 48, or its equivalent to indicate the passage from double.maneuvcr indicalion ,ha, ^ c£nfus; lob,hc drj 
the connecting portion of road 40'onto road 42'. As can now 20 . b 
be appreciated by thc reader, the double maneuver indication nGS- 2<a) and 2(fc) ™ representations of a three-way 
includes information which is redundant and unnecessary. '"'" intersection comprising a divided roadway, an abutting 
(A similar problem occurs when, as shown by the dashed- slreeI>and a turn-lane connector for which the conventional 
line, the conventional maneuver processor provides a double maneuver processor generates a double-maneuver indication 

maneuver indication for a U-turn from Ihe northbound 25 lhat B confusing to the driver; 
portion of N/S street 38 [i.e., road 38'] onto Ihe southbound FIGS. 3(o) and 3(6) are representations of an intersection 

portion of N/S street 38 [i.e., road 38"].) It would be comprising a divided roadway, a crossroad intersecting Ihe 

preferable in this case for the maneuver processor to provide divided roadway from one side, and another crossroad 

a simple "left turn" (or "U-turn") indication to the driver abutting the divided roadway on the other side for which ihe 

indicating a maneuver from the northbound portion of N/S 30 conventional mancuvcr processor generates a double-

street 38 onto West street 42. maneuver indication that is confusing to the driver; 

FIGS. 4(u) and (6), depict yet another case where the FIGS. 4(a) and 4(6) are representations of a divided 

conventional maneuver processor provides a maneuver indi- roadway having a break in the median for executing a U-turn 

cation which includes unnecessary or redundant for which the conventional maneuver processor generates a 

information, or which does not conform with what thc driver 35 double-maneuver indicalion lhat is confusing to the driver; 

actually observes at the intersection. FIG. 4(a) is a repre- FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a vehicle navigation system 

sentation of street SO wherein the northbound portion of the for use with the present invention; 

street 52 is separaled from the southbound portion of the F,G 6 is a flow.chaft of a mcthod for gencra,ine onc or 

street 54 by a median 56. The street 50 is represented in the more maneuvi;r injicalions for an intersection having a 
map database as shown in FIG. 4(6), which includes a road "0 „,„.,„„ conncctor accordlng l0 lhc presen, invention; 

52' corresponding ihe northbound portion of the street 52, a _.,, _.„ . , u j <• j •• •.•. 
road 54' corresponding to the souilibound portion of the "G. 7 is a flow chart of a method for determine whether 
street 54, and a connJL 58 between them representing a f «««**"°n '"'««•<* * """-lane «"">ector according to 
U-turn lane. In this case, the conventional maneuver pro- me Prescm mention, 
cessor generates a double maneuver indicalion for a U-turn « FIG. 8 is a flow-chart of a method for pattern recognition 
as shown in the figure. That is, the conventional maneuver of an intersection having a turn-lane connector according to 
processor provides a "left turn" indication 60, or its lnc present invention; 
equivalent, for the maneuver from road 52' onto connector FIG. 9 is a representation of an intersection having a 

58, followed immediately by another "left turn" indication turn-lane connector for demonstrating the method of FIG. 8; 

62, or its equivalent, for the maneuver from connector 58 50 pjQ. 10 is a flow-chart of a mcthod for determining 

onto road 54'. Here, as thc reader can appreciate, it would be whether a turn-lane connector is collapsible according lo the 

preferable in this case for the maneuver processor to provide present invention; 

a simple "U turn" indication, or its equivalent. nGS. ll(a) and 11(6) are representations of an intersec-

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 5J lion having a turn-lane connector wherein the turn-lane 

The present invention provides a method and apparatus connector is not collapsible because it is critical to execution 

for generating a maneuver indicalion for an intersection of the lurn lhrou8h lhe intersection; 
having a lum-lane connector which is consistent with what FIGS. \2(a)-\2(d) are representations of four 
a driver sees and expects. Il solves lhc problem recognized intersections, each having a turn lane, for demonstrating thc 

herein by collapsing thc turn-lane conncclor into thc main to remainder of thc mcthod of FIG. 10; 

part of intersection, when appropriate, for the purpose of FIGS. 13(o)-13(d) are representations of two interscc-

generating a maneuver indication for the driver. lions for demonstrating a method of generating one or more 

According to one aspect of the invention, it provides a maneuver indications which correspond to the driver's per-

method for providing maneuver indications to a driver for an spective of the intersection according to the present inven-

inlcrsection having a turn-lane connector which includes Ihe 65 (>°n; 

steps of (a) determining whether the intersection includes a FIG. 14 is a flow-chart of the relevant portions of a 

turn-lane conncclor, (b) when the intersection includes a lurn method for generating onc or more maneuver indications 
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which correspond to the driver's perspective of the inter- section for which a maneuver indication is to be provided 

section according to the present invention; includes a turn-lane connector. If so, then the maneuver 

PICKS. l»a) and 15(fc) are diagrams illustrating the range processor determines at a step 400 whether the turn-lane 
of values used to determine when to provide a "simple turn" connector is collapsible. That is, the maneuver processor 
indication according to the present invention; 5 determines whether the turn-lane connector can be collapsed 
_ _ ,,. n u * l i • r ml° "** maia portion of the intersection (i.c, the junction 
HG. 16 is a flow-chart of the relevant portion of a defined b a(£.Mzccls n and 14 ttam in FIG. 1(<i). for 

method for outputting the one or more maneuver indications example) for ,he purposes of maneuver generation, 
to a driver according to the present invention; and Ifjt h determin(;d that the turn.lane j, nol ̂ ^^^ then 

FIGS. 17(<?) and 17(6) are representations of an inlerscc- ]q tht. maneUver processor forwards the positional data and 

lion for demonstrating the method according to FIG. 16. road a,lribute data corresponding to the uncollapsed inter-

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED section 500 to a step 600. If, however, the maneuver 
EMBODIMENT processor determines at step 400 that the turn-lane connector 

is collapsible, then at step 700, maneuver processor col-

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a vehicle navigation system j$ |apses tne tum-lane connector into the main portion of the 

100 for use with the present invention. Sensors 112 to 116 intersection. That is, the maneuver modifies the positional 

and GPS receiver 118 are coupled to computing means 120 data and road anributc data for the uncollapsed intersection 

through sensor/GPS interface 122. In typical embodiments, so that the turn lane connector is collapsed into the junction 
the mileage sensor 112 comprises an odometer; the angular of main roads defining the intersection. Collapsing the 

velocity sensor 114 comprises a gyroscope, or a differential ^ intersection produces collapsed intersection data 800 which 
odometer coupled to the wheels of the vehicle; and the * is forwarded to step 600 instead. 

geomagnetic sensor 116 usually comprises a magnetic com- Al step 600 ,nc maneuvcr proccssor generates ,he maneu-

pass mounted in the vehicle. A global positioning system ver indica,ion for ,he intersection based on the positional 
(GPS) data receiver 118 is provided for receiving signals and foad a,,ribute data provided from slcps 400 or 700, 

from, for example, a satellite-based navigation system. Data accordingly. At step 900, the maneuver processor calculates 
from sensor/GPS interface 122 is transmitted to CPU 124, , warning ̂  and ou|puls , maneuver indication ,0 the user 

which performs calibration, signal processing, dead- at the warning time so that the user may utilize the turn-lane 
reckoning, vehicle positioning, route generating, and connector if desired 
maneuver processing functions. A database containing map F,G 7 ̂  a flow chart of lhe method 300 for delennioin 
informauon is stored in storage medium 126, with software whclhcf ,hc ^^^ ̂ ^ , aah]mi ̂ ^^ £ 

r>U™f,*t OPCmiOn JTSmrV?Jf™ 'n steP m k m cn"y P0i"« **«* "«*«« 300. A. a step 304. ROM 128 for execution by CPU 124. RAM 130 perm.ts lncFraaneuver ^t retrieves from a map database 306 
reading and writing of the information necessary to execute ,hc ilk)na, ^ and rmd aUrjbute ^ for ^ ̂  

such software programs. Storage medium 126 may comprise ^ risi lhe inIersection. ^ maneuver 

a hard disk drive CD-ROM or integrated circuit onto which cessor nex, ̂ miilU at a step 308 whether the positional 
digitized map informauon has been stored. Output controller and/or foad aUribmc daU J^ ̂ fc intersection 
132, which may conynic a graphics controller, receives mcludes a sbort ,oad havin ..lurn_lane.. characlcr. 

data processed by CPU 124 and transmits such data to output ^ For ex , > Qac cmbodimcnl of lhe , 
communicator 134 usually comprising a display screen. ll.e mvcnUon> when ̂  of thc foad ^ of ̂  j^,^ 
user may input data, such as a desired destination through . &hon ( *, f 

user interface 136, typically comprising a keyboard. ,hc assoda^ ̂  ̂ ^ dm ̂ ^ ̂ .!conncc,or,. 

Phe map database stored in storage medium 126 prefer- attribute, or equivalent, which identifies it as a turn lane, step 
ably comprises positional data such as, for example, latitude 308 mcrely comprises the step of recognizing that the 
and longitude coordinates, for describing road intersections, intersection includes a short-segment having a "connector" 

road segments, landmarks and points of interest, and other 45 al,ribule. In other embodiments, the maneuver processor 
geographical information. Thc data base further comprises determines whether a given intersection includes a turn lane 
road attribute data identifying characteristics of roads or by rcvicwing several components of the positional and road 

places on the map, including, but not limited to, road and attribute data for the intersection including, but not limited 
place names; road features such as dividers, one-way l0> lne arrangement of the segments, the length of each 
restrictions, surface, speed limit, shape, elevation; and road J0 segment in the intersection, and whether or not thc inlcr-
classifiers such as freeway, expressway, artery, street, access, section includes a short segment having a "one-way" 

and connector, for example. Given a source and a attribute. When thc road attribute and/or thc positional dala 
destination, the vehicle navigation system uses the map indicatcs ,hat the short segment is a turn lane connector, thc 
database to generate a route to the destination and to provide maneuver processor indicates at a step 310 that the inter-
maneuver indications directing the driver to the desired 55 action includes a turn lane by, for example, setting a 

destination. "lurn_lane" variable to a "YES" value. The maneuvcr 
A maneuvcr processor (not shown) is represented by proccssor also indicates at step 312 that the short segment is 

computing means 120. In particular, it is represented by a turn lane for further processing. 

CPU 124 operating in conjunction with software and data When, on the other band, it cannol be conclusively 

stored in ROM 128, RAM 130 and storage medium 126. M established from the road attribute and/or positional dala that 

FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a method 200 for generating a the intersection includes a short segment having turn lane 

maneuver indication for an intersection having a turn-lane characteristics, then at a step 314 the maneuvcr processor 

connector according to the present invention. The portions employs a pattern recognition technique to determine 

of the flow chart with dark shading arc described in further whether the intersection includes a turn lane connector. If so, 

detail later in thc specification. 6s then maneuver processor indicates at step 316 that the 

A step 220 is the entry point for the method 200. At a step intersection includes a turn lane by, for example, setting the 

300, the maneuver proccssor determines whether the inter- "tum_lanc" variable to a "YES" value as in step 310. At a 
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step 318, the maneuver processor also identifies the road collapsible because it is critical for execution of the mancu-

segment or sub-segment which corresponds to the turn lane. ver through the intersection. FIG. ll(a) is a representation of 

If, however, the pattern recognition technique does not an intersection 60 including N/S street 62, E/W street 64, 

indicate that the intersection includes a turn lane, then the and turn lane 66. The intersection is represented in the map 

maneuver processor so indicates at a step 320 by, for 5 database as shown in FIG. 11(6) which includes a road 62' 

example, setting the "turn Jane" variable to a "NO" value. corresponding to N/S street 62, a road 64' corresponding to 

FIG. 8 is a (low-chart describing a method for pattern E/W street 64, and a short segment 66'corresponding to turn 

recognition 314 according tbe present invention. FIG. 9 is a lane 66. The road attribute data for the intersection typically 

representation of an intersection having a turn-lane connec- includes a left-turn restriction 68 for the junction of road 62' 

tor for demonstrating the method of FIG. 8. A step 322 is an 10 and road 64', a "connector" attribute 70 for short .segment 

entry point for the method 300. The maneuver processor 66', and a "no turn restriction" 73 for the junction of short 

generates a maneuver indication for the uncollapsed inter- segment 66' with road 64'. In this case, to navigate from the 

section at a step 324. The generated maneuver indication is northbound direction of N/S street 62 onto the westbound 

then reviewed at steps 326 to determine whether a double direction on E/W street 64 the maneuver processor generates 

maneuver was generated as shown in FIG. 8. If so, then at 15 a double maneuver indication as shown in the figure. That is, 

step 328, the maneuver processor determines from the the maneuver processor generates a "slight right" indication 

double maneuver and tbe arrangements of roads at the 69, or equivalent, for the maneuver from road 62' onto 

intersection whether the double maneuver was one which connector 66', immediately followed by a "left turn" indi-

suggests that the intersection includes a turn lane connector cation 71, or equivalent, for the maneuver from connector 

(e.g., a "slight right" indication, or equivalent, immediately 2U 66' onto road 64'. Because the turn lane connector is critical 

followed by a second "slight right" indication, or equivalent; to execution of the maneuver, it cannot be collapsed into the 

a "left turn" indication, or equivalent, immediately followed main portion of the intersection for the purpose of maneuver 

by a "straight" indication, or equivalent; a "left turn" generation. When this is the case, the maneuver processor 

indication, or equivalent, immediately followed by another indicates at a step 406 that the turn-lane connector is not 

"left turn" indication, or equivalent). 25 collapsible by, for example, setting a "collapsible" variable 

When these first two tests are satisfied, the maneuver to a "NO" value. If, however, the turn lane connector Ls not 

processor determines at step 330 whether the exit road for critical to execution of the maneuver, then the maneuver 

the first part of the double maneuver is a short road segment processor goes to step 408. 

or sub-segment which merely acts as a connector between FIGS. I2(a)-I2(d) are representations of four intersec-

two or more primary road segments. This is done by testing 30 l'ons having a turn lane for demonstrating the remainder of 

a variety of criteria. For example, in the case shown in FIG. the method of FIG. 10. Referring to FIG. 10, the maneuver 

9, the purported turn-lane shown in the figure typically has processor determines at a step 408 the distance. A, between 

a "one-way" road attribute associated with it in the map the entry point of short segment 16 and the main intersec-

database. In this case, the maneuver processor determines tion. The maneuver processor next determines at a step 410 

that the short segment is a connector by merely recognizing 35 whether the distance is less than a predetermine value, VI. 

the "one-way" attribute. Referring again to FIG. 3(6), If so, then we have the situation depicted in FIGS. 12(a) and 

however, there is shown a short segment 40' between the 12(6). In this case, the maneuver processor indicates that the 

northbound and southbound portions of N/S street that is turn lane is collapsible at a step 412 by, for example, setting 

two-way. In this case, the maneuver processor determines a "collapsible" variable to a "YES" value. Otherwise, the 

that the portion of road segment 40' between roads 38' and 40 situation is as depicted in FIGS. 12(c) and 12(d). In this case, 

38" is a merely a connector for roads 38' and 38" by the maneuver processor indicates at a step 406 that the turn 

recognizing that N/S road 38 is "double-digitized" (i.e., lane is not collapsible by, for example, setting the "collaps-

represented in the database by two separate roads running in ible" variable to a "NO" variable, 

parallel). Often, when a road is double-digitized, an attribute The method 600 of generating a maneuver indication for 

is provided in the map database to indicate this fact. Hence, 45 an intersection including a turn lane will be explained with 

the maneuver processor merely recognizes the "double- reference to FIGS. 13(<?)-<<Q- FIG- 13(o) is a representation 
digitized" attribute in the map database. When no such of an intersection 72 where streets 74 and 76 meet at a sharp 

attribute is provided, however, the maneuver processor can angle. The representation of intersection 72 in the map 

nonetheless determine that the road is "double-digitized" by database is shown in FIG. 13(6), including a road 74' 

recognizing that the two roads (e.g., road 38' and road 38") 50 corresponding to street 74, and a road 76' corresponding to 

have the same road name. street 74. For this intersection, maneuver generator produces 

When all three of these tests are satisfied, the maneuver a "hard right" indication for the driver as shown in the figure, 

processor indicates that the intersection corresponds to an The "hard right" indication is consistent with the driver's 

intersection having a turn lane at a step 332 by, for example, perspective and suggests to the driver how the maneuver is 

setting a "pattern_fil" variable to a "YES" value. If, on the 55 to be executed. FIG. 13(c) is a representation of the same 

other hand, any of the foregoing tests arc not satisfied, then intersection including a turn lane 82. A representation of the 

the maneuver processor indicates at step 334 that the inter- intersection 80 in the map database is shown in FIG. 13(d), 

section does not correspond to one having a turn lane by, for including a road 74' corresponding to street 74, and a road 

example, setting the "pattcrn_fil" variable to a "NO" value. 82' corresponding to turn lane 82. Here, because of the tum 

FIG. 10 is a flow chart of the method 400 for determining m lane, the driver's perspective of the maneuver is not a bard 

whether a turn lane connector is collapsible according to the right, but that of a simple right as shown in the figure, 

present invention. A step 402 is an entry point for the method FIG. 14 is a flow diagram of the relevant portions of the 

400. At a step 404, the maneuver processor determines method 600 for generating one or more maneuver indica-

wbether the turn lane connector is critical to execution of tbe lions according to the present invention which produces the 

required maneuver through the intersection. Referring to 65 desired result shown in FIGS. 13(a)-(d). A step 602 Ls an 

FIGS. ll(a) and (b), there are shown an example of one case entry point for method 600. The maneuver processor deter-

(i.c., a "New Jersey Left") where a turn lane connector is not mines at a step 604 the angle, a, between the entry road 
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segment 74' and the exit road segment 76' as shown in FIG. 

13(6). At a step 606, the maneuver processor determines 

whether a turn lane has been collapsed into the intersection 

by, for example, testing a variable. If a turn lane has not been 

collapsed, then maneuver processor determines at step 608 

whether or not to provide a simple turn indication by 

comparing a to range of values represented by the shaded 

portion of FIG. 15(a). For example, in the situation pre 

sented in FIG. 13(6), the maneuver processor will determine 

that a "hard right" indication is required. In the preferred 

embodiment, the range to which a is compared is from 60 

degrees to 120 degrees relative to the bearing of the vehicle. 

If, on the other hand, a turn lane has been collapsed into 

the intersection, then the maneuver processor determines at 

step 610 whether or not to provide a simple turn indication 

by comparing a to a range of values illustrated by a shaded 

portion of FIG. 15(6). For example, in the situation pre 

sented in FIG. 13(d), the maneuver processor will determine 

that a "simple right" indication is required. In the preferred 

embodiment, the range of values to which a is compared in 

this case if from 30 degrees to ISO degrees relative to the 

bearing of the vehicle. 

FIG. 16 is a flow chart of the relevant portions of the 

method 900 for outputting one or more maneuver indica 

tions to a driver according to the present invention. FIGS. 

17(a) and 17(6) are representations of an intersections for 

demonstrating the method according to FIG. 16. A step 902 

is an entry point for the method 900. The maneuver proces 

sor determines at step 904 whether the intersection is 

collapsed by, for example, testing a variable for that purpose. 

If the intersection is not collapsed, then the situation is as 

shown in FIG. 17(a). In this case, he maneuver processor at 

a step 906 sets the warning distance to be a predetermined 

amount, by, for example, setting a variable, "warn_ 

distance" equal to a predetermined value, V2. If, conversely, 

the intersection is collapsed, then the situation is as shown 

in FIG. 17(6). In this case, the maneuver processor sets at 

step 908 the warning distance to be equal to a predetermined 

amount from the entry of the turn lane, by, for example, 

setting a variable, "wam_distance" equal to a value, V2+A, 

where A represents the distance of the entry point of the turn 

lane from the main intersection. At a step 910, the maneuver 

processor then outputs the one or more maneuver indications 

to the driver when the vehicle reaches a distance, d, equal to 

the warning distance set in the foregoing steps. 

CONCLUSION 

While the above is a complete description of the preferred 

embodiments of the invention, various alternative, 

modifications, and equivalents may be used. For example, 

instead of calculating a warning distance for determining 

when to provide the one or more maneuver indications to the 

driver, the maneuver processor could calculate a warning 

time which takes into consideration the speed of the vehicle. 

Therefore, the above description should not be taken as 

limiting the scope of the invention which is defined by the 

appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 

1. In a vehicle navigation system, a method for providing 

maneuver guidance for an intersection comprising: 

a) retrieving information corresponding to the intersection 

from a map database; 

b) determining from the information whether the inter 

section includes a turn lane; 

c) where the intersection includes a turn lane reducing the 

information for generation of a simplified maneuver 
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indication representing both the intersection and the 

turn lane; and 

d) generating the simplified maneuver indication. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

e) outputting a representation of the maneuver indication 

to the driver. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein outputting the repre 

sentation comprises: 

calculating a warning time; and 

outpulting the representation to the driver at the warning 

time. 

4. The method of claim 3, wherein calculating a warning 

time comprises: 

calculating a first warning time which corresponds to a 

vehicle being a predetermined distance from a main 

portion of the intersection when the intersection does 

not include a turn lane; and 

calculating a second warning lime which corresponds to 

a vehicle being the predetermined distance from an 

entry point of the turn lane when the intersection does 

include a lum lane. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the information 

includes road attribute data; and wherein determining 

whether the intersection includes a turn lane comprises 

recognizing when the road attribute data for the intersection 

includes a turn-lane connector road attribute. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the information 

includes road positional data and road attribute data; and 

wherein determining whether the intersection includes a turn 

lane comprises analyzing the road positional data and the 

road attribute data. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein determining whether 

the intersection includes a turn lane comprises: 

identifying one or more characteristic features of the 

intersection; and 

recognizing when the one or more characteristic features 

correspond to a pre-dctcrmincd pattern of an intersec 

tion including a turn lane. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein determining whether 

the intersection includes a turn lane comprises: 

generating maneuver indications for the intersection; and 

analyzing the maneuver indications and determining 

whether the maneuver indications correspond to an 

intersection including a turn lane. 

9. The method of claim 8, wherein determining whether 

the maneuver indications correspond to an intersection 

including a turn lane comprises recognizing when the 

maneuver indications includes a double-maneuver indica 

tion. 

10. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the 

simplified maneuver indication comprises: 

determining a complexity of the turn lane; 

generating a first set of maneuver indications for the 

intersection when the complexity of the turn lane is 

below a first complexity level; and 

generating a second set of maneuver indications for the 

intersection when the complexity of the turn lane is 

above the first complexity level. 

11. The method of claim 10, wherein generating a second 

set of maneuver indications comprises: 

reducing the information into collapsed intersection data, 

thereby simplifying the intersection; and 

generating, from the collapsed intersection data, the sim 

plified maneuver indication. 
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12. The method or claim 10, wherein the intersection 

includes an entry road, a turn lane, and an exit road, and 

wherein determining the complexity of the turn lane com 

prises: 

identifying an entry point for the turn lane; and 

calculating a distance between the entry point and the exit 

road. 

13. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the 

simplified maneuver indication comprises: 

determining whether the turn lane is critical for proper 

execution of a turn through the intersection; 

generating a first set of maneuver indications for the 

intersection when the turn lane is critical for proper 

execution of a turn through the intersection; and 

generating a second set of maneuver indications for the 

intersection when the turn lane is not critical for proper 

execution of a turn through the intersection. 

14. The method of claim 13, wherein generating a second 

set of maneuver indications comprises: 

reducing the information into collapsed intersection data, 

thereby simplifying the intersection; and 

generating, from the collapsed intersection data, the sim 

plified maneuver indication. 

15. The method of claim 13, wherein the intersection 

includes an entry road, a turn lane, and an exit road, and 

wherein determining the complexity of the turn lane com 

prises: 

identifying an entry point for the turn lane; and 

calculating a distance between the entry point and the exit 

road. 

10 

16. A computer program product far providing maneuver 

guidance for an intersection, comprising: 

at least one computer-readable medium; and 

a computer program mechanism embedded in the at least 

5 one computer-readable medium for causing a computer 
to perform the steps of: 

retrieving information corresponding to the intersection 

from a map database; 

determining from the information whether the intersec 

tion includes a turn lane; 

where the intersection includes a turn lane, reducing the 

information for generation of a simplified maneuver 

indication representing both the intersection and the 

15 tum lane; and 

generating the simplified maneuver indication. 

17. A vehicle navigation system, comprising: 

a user interface; and 

a processor coupled to the user interface, the processor 

20 being operable to: 

retrieve information corresponding to an intersection 

from a map database; 

determine from the information whether the intersection 

includes a turn lane; 

where the intersection includes a turn lane, reducing the 

information for generation of a simplified maneuver 

indication representing both the intersection and the 

turn lane; and 

jo generate the simplified maneuver indication. 
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